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THAT'S 
ENOUGH! He's 

FINISHED, BACK 
OFF. 

ve 
IMPRESSIVE! THIS 

PRACTICE ROBOT |S 
‘COMPLETELY 
WRECKED! 

EXCELLENT! 
THAT WAS THE 
FINAL TEST! vr Witte BE f 

Time TO BEGIN 
OPERATION 
TERMINATE | 



DAWN, AND 
ROBOTNIK'S 

RAID ON 
THE EMERALD} 
HILL ZONE. 
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OUT THE WAY! CooL. 
HEDGEHOG COMING 

THROUGH! 



AND TO. 
THINK CAPTAIN PLUNDER 

STARTED OUT WANTING TO 
STEAL SONIC'S CHAOS 

EMERALDS, EH? 

—~ 
Boy, 

THOSE PIRATES 
ARE SURE IN A 

HURRY! 

§ SONIC? “ 
THERE'S 

SOMETHING 
| SHOULD 

TELL 
you. 



ROAD RASH rs Ei Od 
Mega Drive Mega CD 

| 
Game Gear 

game type: RACING 
1-2 PLAYERS 

When Roed Rash 2 was re ed a 
gamers and was hailed as the best biker game to hit amoi 

the Moga Drive, This joint Master System/Game Gear rel 
2 just as good! 
Road Rash, as with Road Rash 2, features five levels, 

I five tracks) these are located in Hawal 
nnessee, Alaska and Vermont 
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simple, but if you find it difficul 
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bike game and is 
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sible Soccer. No lent m claim have un the excellent NBA 
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released Shut Up and dam! Gut is it any good 
ng to Accolade it's 

better racing with 
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VIRTUAL PINBALL 
game type: ARCADE SIMULATION 

1 PLAYER 

PUBLISHER PRICE 
ELECTRONIC ARTS £44.95 

GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

PLAYABILITY 

PLAYABILITY 
BOSE 6: 
RAVES : GRAVES 

OVERALL 
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| THE GLOBAL ARMs TRADE HAS vUST GOT FIERCER 
NAKANO INDUSTRIAL'S NEW B10-KEY TECHNOLOGY 
MATCHES DEADLY WEAPONS WITH STATE OF THE ARI 
BI0- CONTROL. 

BAH! OUR JOURNEY TO 
YOUR TIME WASS WASSTED, 
RAX. THISS GUN ISS 
USSELESS ! 

NO WEAPON 
N PIERCE 

FIVE GENTIMETRE 
ADAMANTIUM 
ARMOUR. 

“ee 7 
~< 

TECHNOLOGY CANNOT 
DEFEAT NAKANO, WE 
SHALL BEAT HIM IN 
FIGHTING SKILL. 

YouR FAITH IN MaNb-T0-Hanp FYING FAN coear 16 TOUCHING. 
AAGHH? YAMOTO. YET THIS IS 

iS = NO MERE STREET 
FIGHT. 



AL TERRORISTS, WORLD 
‘S, DICTATORS AND DESPOTS 

TO ME FOR MY 
si 

AME NAKANO WILL BE 
TTEN LARGE IN THE HISTORY 

OF GLOBAL WARFARE! 

/ By Your Nororiery )) 
Isnor yer 
AssuRED! — 

THE OCEAN 
SOON SHAKE 
FROM THE CRAFT! 



NE 
YOUR FIRSST ISS TO MY PEOPLE 
BOASST OF Your PERISHED THROUGH 
LOVE OF WAR. HUMANKINO'SS: 
al WARLIKE NATURE >. 

THROUGH DECEIT AND DECEPTION: 
THE WATERSS FLOODED ATLANTISS 

AND DESSTROYED A 
BURGEONING CIVILISATION. 

i 

le 
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INSSTEAD, 
YOUR WEAPONRY 
18S CONSIGNED TO) 

‘A SSIMILAR 
WATERY GRAVE! 





AND YET THE TIME-STREAM 
18 ADAPTABL 
FUTURE: THE 

ER DIS -. AND UND ATER DISCO 
OF A 24th CENTURY BIO-KEYED 
CYBER-GUN. 

Rn 
\ 

JUST THE BEGINNING FOR 
THE ETERNAL CHAMPIONS! 
THEY'LL BE BACK! 



World Cup USA ‘94 

EA TARGET MORE HIGH-FLYING ACTION 

Work Ip underway at Elegtronie Arts on Urbas Strike 
2 you guessed it» sequel to those top blasters Jungle 

vt Strike, No prizes for figuring out where 
the action will be set, but we could be swayed fo award & 

cherry on top te anyone who can 
(EA aren't saying 

UVINVes 
STRIKE Strite anc 0 

crown cake with 
accurately predict any farther det Pal 
much for new 

Ht that isn't enough, get ready for Road Rash 3, trom EA 
delore the and of 1994. 

SENSIBLE SET TO TURN YOUR 

BEDROOM INTO A BATTLEGROUND 

another of Sensible (Soccer) Software's howe 
hits is coming to the Mega Or 

in Fodder. This is a controversial combat 
simulation where the player tekes control of 
troops of ‘toy" soldiers and attempts to wipe oat 
the opposition across different terrains 
Addition to the Jungle, Arctic Wastes, Desert 
Moorlands and Undergrownd Base found in the 

Amiga version 
incarnation wil feature 

Expect to see something belore 
1994 Is over. In the meantime 

2 rom the 

original 

tunsen Fender 
cite 
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SHORT BURSTS 

Mp 3? 
is rumour surrounding a ‘new’ Sege console, code-named ‘Jupiter 

coming out soon. Sega's much-touted $2-bit Saturn console should be 
available early next year, but before then it's rumoured that a 'souped-up’ 
Mega Drive will appear - perhaps as early as this summer 

There's certainly something on the horizon, but here at Sonic The Comic 
we are yet to be convinced that it's a new form of the Moga Drive, There's 
only one thing certain about the computer entertainment industry - and 
that's that nothing is certain! 

NEW BALLS PLEASE 
Basketball is very much an American sport that has had minimal impact in 
the UX - Michael Jordan, Larry Johnson ang Magic Johnson are hardly 
household names over here. Hawover, that hasn't stopped game publishers 
going basketball bonkers 

Flying Edge’s quality conversions of Midway's arcade hit NBA Jam are 
already aut tor the Moga Drive and Game Gear. In the coming months the 
on-court onslaught continues with Electronic Arts’ NBA Showdown, 
Virgin’s Jammit, Accolade’s Barkley: Shut Up And Jam and Konami's 
Hyperdunk (not to mention the possiblity of a version of Tiny Toons 
Sports in which Buster Bunny and friends play basketball. Then there's 
the oddball of the bunch; Electronic Arts’ Shaq-Fu, in which basketball's 
newest superstar, Shag, takes on the opposition in a combat simulation, 
along the lines of Final Fight and Streets Of Rage. 

IT'S A MONSTER! 
Argonaut (the team behind1986's 3D blaster Sterglider and, more 
recently, Nintendo's ‘awesome’ SFX chip) recently started work on a new 
game called Creature Shock. It's a blend of blasting and exploration 
with three-dimensional computer-rendered imagery and plenty of repulsive 
monsters to tackle, and is being written specifically for the CD-ROW 
formats - among them, allegedly, the Mega-CD. Argonaut reckon that 
Creature Shock won't be as limited as some of the more linear CD 
‘experiences’ currently available, Let's hope not. 

FIFA’S RETURN MATCH 
Having a problem getting hold of Electronic Arts’ impressive FIFA 
International Soccer? Fear not! It sold out over Christmas 1999, but has 
boan re-released to mest demand, ooh, about now. The price? £44.99. 
In gemand: €ax 













AQUA PLANET ZONE 

This zone may look simple but watch out! 
The controls start to feel a little slack © Zone's new service for those Boomers, 

who roquested halp with the various which means you have to jump earlier to 
Sonic The Hedgehog games continuas clear spikes and avoiding collapsing ledges 
lin fact it's been extended from tho becomes much harder! 
original three parter). Each Sonic 
game will continue to be placed Things to look aut for:~ 
under the microscope by Vincent + Rings 
Low with detalls on how to survive * Speed up shoes, 
the various zones, special stages, + Invincibitity 
bosses, eto * Rocket Shoes (well hidden}) 
Prepare to make your Sonlo problems 
history’ There are some cleverly hidden job lots of 

Sonic (haos Pat2 ae ovr 
THE ZONES CONTINUED 

MECHA GREEN HILL ZONE 

ACT ACT 2 

This stage flows really well but Things 10 look out for 
there are some deadly new + TV with Invincibility and one with the Extra Life in the top 
dangers to be aware of thied of the screan, 

* Hidden TVs with rings, Rocket Shoes. 
§ to Took out for:- 

+ TV goodies to collect include: Things to watch out for: 
xtra Life and + More tres bombs (do not hang around under them) 

a8 (ram them) 
rings an 

‘an Invisibility + Bumper be 
* Nasty collapsing platforms that can lose you w life. 

Things to watch out for: 
* Bombs dropping off tr A great touch Is the vertical Mobius Strip-like drop, approximately 
* Slippery walkways. hall way through the stage, whore you can roll down {rom one ledge 
* Beotle bumpers to anothe: 
* Nasty drops with springs that —_-Thera're plenty of rings to collect and a Pogo Pad for Sonic to rids. 

help you lose a ite 
ACT 3 

Bound across a slimy soa, leap 
over spikes and grab every ring Act 3 is a walk in the park with plenty of rings to collect so long ax 

sight to gat that magic 100 you don't fall off the long walkways or try to see what's undar the 
collapsing platforms! 

Take a deep breath and prepare for a super easy boss to beat! 
ings to warp you 



Goodies galore abound in this stage but you have 
to work for them, 

Things t0 look out for:~ 
+ TVs with rings are hidden away on the top third 

of the screen. 
+ The bottom half of the play area has plenty of 

springs to kick you around. 
+ A moving platform section over spikes leads to 

an Extra Life in the lowor hall as well as a 
Bumper Point to kick you around loops with rings. 

+ If possible, work your may to the top of the loops 
for lashings of ring-laden TVs. 

ACT 3 

Time to get it on with the boss man! 
On the way you can get help by collecting 

Invincibility from TV hidden above you, You can 
get through to it by leaping through a solid brick in 
the middle of @ Red Spring combo. Don't ignore the 
TV with ritgs along the way if you want to have a 
healthy collection of rings. 

megx hoard of around 

ELECTRIC EGG ZONE 

ACT ACT 2 

Toget through the Eleetrle Eco Yow really get to play his stage, There ara tubes 
Zone go with the flow and kasp galore, bumpers, overhead lasers, exploding 
a keen eye on the overhead allans.TVs with Rocket Shoes, invincibility, Extra 
h ey mili follow you and Lite, and a hidden room full of flying robots. 
Tite lasere down just when you Remember lo keap an eya on the clock and try 
don't need them! not to gel too caught up with the overhead lasers 

Another skill fo learn You can easily got 100 rings on this stage 0 get 
watching AHEAD of you for turn them quickly and try 0 watch out for what is 
offs ftom the pipes you travel coming up alread of you! 
in, As woll as backtracking to 

ACTS avald the aliens dropping 
front of you and oxplading and 
Hl is it! Your big chance to face-off = 

ad news. You got to jump olf Robotnik and do your best ta blow him awa 
{ springs with the area above littered with En route you gat a littie help if you can tie 

rings, tide a mine cart and leap off, pick up speciat exit that lends to the seoret hoard of 
and, \f you ae really het, find 3 ring-packed Tis. 

Keep calm and ride the mine car 
Jump 0 
plat 

mentioned goodies. 
The tinal encounter 

nlth Rotictaik is 2 
eal toughis, 

guarantend to give 
you sweaty oaims 
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Dear STC, 
As a)mum of two STC fans, | thought | would t 

you of my efforts, /e, 1 transformed a dreaded 
lock into-2 Sonic clack mith the aid of you 

| tree stickers. | also made my son Carl 2 birthday 
te with gold coloured rings, which took 

me quite a long time. As I've done all this hard 
work, | would love a Sonic Water Fun Game to 
unwind with. | might even Ist the childten have a ge 

providing they do the washing up, 

Send your letters and drawings to: Speedlines, Son| 
he Comic, 25/91 Tavistock Place, London WC1H 9SU. 

, ~ z tay ther room ete 
a 7 y, )f Mrs ¢ Dacomp 

c i) —— Bournemouth, 
& b) Sonic Water Fun Game Winner 

y We don't sswally 
yand out valuable 

+ 
sounds like you've earned It 4 

4 

Pan ltntts sea satin slows — © 
really cool. The problem is that because | live in : <p 
Pakistan I’m unable to get STC direct and have to eee. FO} 
walt i you can help § 
Anila Durrabl, Lahore, Pakistan, r 

Sonic Water Fun Game Winner, the Somle Water range of megaticieus Son 
products trom Tomy which can be Doaght at toy sbops an¢ departmen 

Glad to know Anile, that STC reaches > pamela tc 
parts of the world other magazines can't, 
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